
North East, Maryland is a
quaint little town situated on
the north end of the

Chesapeake Bay. If you suddenly
found yourself in the middle of down-
town North East without a map you
might just think you were somehow
dropped off in the middle of a small
New England village. Colorful store
fronts, streets filled with friendly peo-
ple and numerous tiny restaurants
offering a variety of fresh fish dinners
dot the surroundings. 

However in spite of its laid back
appearance North East is home to
Mid-Atlantic Archery Products, the
high-tech supplier of Crimson Talon
broadheads and new Tri-Van arrow
rest. Recently ArrowTrade had an
opportunity to talk to Scott Mackie,
president of Mid-Atlantic Archery
Products, and took advantage of the
opportunity to learn more about the
history and the future of Mid-
Atlantic Archery Products.     

ArrowTrade: Mid-Atlantic Archery
Products was originally called
Crimson Talon. In what year did your
originally establish Crimson Talon?

Mackie: The company was actual-
ly started in 2002 by my partner and I
under the name 2XJ Enterprises, Inc.
Crimson Talon was the brand name of
our broadhead line which allowed us
to get our feet wet in the archery
industry. 

ArrowTrade: With the broadhead
market so competitive, what motivat-
ed you to bring a new broadhead to
what many think is an already crowd-
ed field?

Mackie: The introduction of the
Crimson Talon brand broadhead
line was born out of a need to
improve the accuracy of broadhead

tipped arrow flight. Over the years,
bow manufacturers have raised the
bar year-after-year by increasing the
performance of their bows and

thereby increasing their feet per sec-
ond output. If you look at the same
timeline with the increasing effi-
ciencies of the bow manufacturers,

Building Broadheads, Rests      w
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Laura Francese, left, shown here with Scott Mackie, president of Mid-Atlantic Archery
Products is familiar to many from her appearance in Martin Archery ads. Laura will now
also grace advertisements for Mid-Atlantic Archery.
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you will see decreasing efficiencies
in broadhead performance.

We felt that most broadhead
manufacturers did not have products
that would perform efficiently at these
higher speeds. With the increased bow
speeds, the broadhead market
answered by creating more mechani-
cal style heads and/or mini-head
broadheads. This shift has a direct
relationship to the poor flight charac-
teristics fixed blade (planar) broad-
heads were experiencing at the higher
bow speeds. 

Recognizing the shortcomings
and the loss of kinetic energy of
mechanical heads and a reduction in
the cutting diameter of the mini-
heads, we saw a need for an innova-
tive solution to the problem. 

The Crimson Talon brand was the
first and only fixed blade broadhead
to introduce spin-stabilized flight or
rifling to the archery market. Gun

manufacturers understand the need
for rifled barrels and ballistic tipped
projectiles to ensure flight accuracy.
This spin-stabilization completely
eliminates wind-planning; thereby,
increasing the accuracy of a broad-
head tipped arrow.

ArrowTrade: You used the term
‘spin-stabilized’ and ‘rifling’ when
talking about the Crimson Talon
broadhead. Can you give us a little
more insight into exactly what that
means, why it is important and how
you incorporated it into the design of
the Crimson Talon?

Mackie: The first patented feature
of the Crimson Talon brand was that
of variable degree axial flow airfoils on
the blades of a broadhead. Put more
simply, we created a precise curve or
bend in the blade
that increased
the flight efficien-

cies of a broadhead tipped arrow. You
can expect flatter trajectories and the
most accurate flight possible due to
the spin-stabilization created by these
airfoils. The spin-stabilization, much
like rifling in a gun barrel, eliminates
wind-planning and promotes deadly
accurate flight.

Not only did the Crimson Talon
improve broadhead flight, but it also
offers the only spiral-cut wound
channel in the archery industry.  This
spiral wound channel offers massive
hemorrhaging and unmistakable
blood trails, leading to more humane
harvests. With a pun intended we
like to say, ‘We were ahead of the
curve, with the Crimson Talon
brand’. 

The Crimson Talon allows the
archer to get the most out of their

    with “No Speed Limits”
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By John Kasun

The Tri-Van Contour is an all-new hybrid total capture arrow
rest that contains the arrow during the entire shot cycle. The Tri-
Van Contour’s three all-metal Shock-Sorb Arms are spring
loaded, cushioning the shot. The patent-pending diagonal cut
brushes and Teflon launchers provide improved arrow speeds
while reducing friction up to 92 percent over traditional full con-
tact bristle-style arrow rests according to Mid-Atlantic.

Mid-Atlantic says the Tri-Van Multi-Adjust Pro offers the speed
and accuracy of drop-away style rests and the complete arrow
capture of static bristle brush rests. Upon release, the three sup-
port arms vanish into the rest frame leaving a friction-free and
unobstructed arrow flight path. The result is no vane contact or
damage, the manufacturer says, and a gain in speed over contact
rests. The Tri-Van Multi-Adjust Pro fits right or left-handed bows
and adjusts to fit any size arrow shaft. The new Tri-Van Multi-
Adjust Pro mounting bracket allows for easy adjustment of both
windage and elevation.
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equipment without being penalized
for shooting super fast bows.

ArrowTrade: Can you give us
some insight as to how you originally
developed spin stabilized technology?

Mackie: Spin stabilized technolo-
gy was founded on a need for speed.
Being a hunter, all of my hunting set
ups are designed around maximum
speed and kinetic energy. Prior to the
introduction of the Crimson Talon, I
found that my accuracy suffered
when shooting planar broadheads
out of the high speed bows that the
bow manufacturers were creating. I
did not want to give up kinetic energy
loss, which is somewhat common
upon the blade deployment of most
mechanical style broadheads. My
goal was to design a fixed bladed
broadhead that flew accurately while
delivering maximum kinetic energy. I
also knew that a critical component of
high speed accuracy was stability and
that rotation or spin has a direct rela-
tionship to stability. 

ArrowTrade: One of the problems
facing anyone bringing a new product
to market is experience in manufac-
turing and marketing. Did you have
prior experience or did you face a

steep learning curve?     
Mackie: I did not have prior man-

ufacturing experience; however, I
have been self-employed since I was
23 years old. After attending James
Madison University for management
and marketing, I played 3 years of
professional baseball for the
Cleveland Indians where I met my
business partner. I think having com-
petitive natures through our involve-
ment in team sports has had a
tremendous positive effect on all our
business ventures over the years. After
my baseball days were over, I was

involved in the Real Estate,
Developing and Custom Home
Building Industry. 

Archery has always been a pas-
sion for my former teammate (now
business partner) and me. Every fall
we made time for a few days pursuing
whitetail, mule deer and elk in
Maryland, Pennsylvania, Montana
and/or Wyoming. However even with
an extensive business background we
still had a steep learning curve in
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Mid-Atlantic’s Crimson Talon 100 grain
Hyper-Speed XT broadhead is specifically
designed for today’s high speed bows and
crossbows. The Hyper-Speed XT features
eleven rigid airfoils—the faster the shot,
the more spin-stabilization occurs.

Mid-Atlantic’s Crimson Talon X-System is a hybrid cut-on-contact expandable broad-
head that is spin-stabilized for maximum accuracy. The X-System offers a 7/8 inch main
blade and 1-1/2 inch deployable blades. The System comes packed with three broad-
heads and three practice tips all with Spin-Tite Airfoil Technology.

This building is the home of Mid-Atlantic
Archery Products is located in North East,
Maryland a small town situated just off
the north end of the Chesapeake Bay.

PHOTO RIGHT: Mid-Atlantic Archery
Products is the umbrella under which
Crimson Talon and TriVan arrow rests are
manufactured.
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understanding the archery world
from a manufacturer’s perspective
when we founded our business in
2002. It was quite a transition from a
passion/hobby into a full time busi-
ness. We soon discovered that we had
fewer opportunities to hunt because
of our direct involvement and hands-
on business approach. We handle all
of our own product development,
intellectual properties, marketing
strategies, sales and distribution,
management and manufacturing
logistics.

ArrowTrade: What problems did
you encounter when establishing the
Crimson Talon brand that you had not
anticipated?

Mackie: I think our biggest hurdle
right out of the gate was trying to
completely understand the broad-
head category. Customers are very
brand loyal and sometime reluctant
to change. However they are willing to
try new and truly innovative products.
Gaining market share, keeping it and
meeting the demands of our cus-

tomers is no easy chore. Even with the
repeatable success that our cus-
tomers have enjoyed while using our
products, they constantly demand
new products. 

In a small way, I think archers are
a lot like golfers. Even if a golfer hits a
drive 300 yards right down the middle
every time, they still want a product
that might give them the ability to hit
the ball 310 yards. I think that same
applies for archers. Even with their
past success, archers are always look-
ing for the next best thing. Over the
years I hear the same question from
our customers at every sports and
trade show in which I have participat-
ed, “What do you have that’s new?”

ArrowTrade: Has the acceptance
of the Crimson Talon broadhead line
by the bowhunters met your expecta-
tions?

Mackie: Because we truly offered
the archery market an innovative
product, we have realized sustained
growth over the last 8 years. Since
2002 we were able to grow the

Crimson Talon brand an average of 30
percent a year. Even with this sus-
tained growth we are not resting on
our laurels and we are continuously
working on new products from which
our customers can benefit.

ArrowTrade: I see Crimson Talon
now offers both fixed blade and
mechanical heads. How do the sales
break down along fixed versus
mechanical and which model head is
the most popular?

Mackie: Crimson Talon is known
for the unparalleled performance of
our fixed blade broadheads; therefore,
80 percent of our broadhead sales fall
into this category with the flagship,
Crimson Talon leading the way.
Recognizing that some of our cus-
tomers are still fans of mechanical
broadheads; we offer a few different
models that incorporate our patented
spin-stabilization features. 

Our “X” System Hybrid cut-on-
contact mechanical head has gained
some ground over the last 2 years.
This broadhead offers friction-free

 1-888-486-8339

Four New Innovative Products – Best In Class

Four Great Year Round Products
It’s Not Just Luck!

BINO HOOKER (item # 3050)
The ONLY bino system with a stabilizing 

back strap. Unique features built in add 

a level of comfort, stability and perfor-

mance that you can feel as soon as you 

put it on. Simply said, the Bino Hooker 

sets a new standard for comfort and per-

formance.

CAMO COLOR WHEEL (item # 1201)
D2W Guide Gear Face Paint – A 4 color 

combination ideally suited for year round 

hunting. Meets both FDA and EU colorant 

requirements – skin safe hypoallergenic 

cream. Guaranteed to last 2 full years 

without drying out and the easiest face 

paint bar none.

TOTALLY ODORLESS HAND & BODY 
LOTION 4 OZ. (item # 1205)   
After two years in formulation and test-

ing, we are proud to launch the first 

Totally Odorless Lotion that actually 

nourishes your skin, relieves dryness or 

cracking discomfort. Healthy skin is less 

conducive to bacteria and odor. 

WATERLESS HAND SANITIZER 4 OZ.  
(item # 1204) 
The only hand sanitizer that’s totally odor-

less in seconds and eliminates all contact 

odors like food, fish odors, gas or smoke. 

You can have both odor control and better 

hygiene. Kills 99.9% of common germs.

C C W T O H & B W H S 4

NEW NEW NEW NEW
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blade deployment with our patented
internal inertia trigger cam system.
During the arrows flight, the broad-
head blades are locked in the closed
position until it strikes its intended
target. Upon contact, the internal
inertia trigger cam system allows the
blades to open freely for maximum
penetration without sacrificing kinet-
ic energy.

ArrowTrade: It is common for
some products from a marketing
standpoint to be stronger in one area
than another. In what areas of the
country is the Crimson Talon head
most popular?

Mackie: Fortunately, the Crimson
Talon brand has not been subject to
regional biases. Our brand is strong in
all regions of the United States and
abroad. We feel we will continue to
gain ground as the bow manufactur-
ers continue to increase their bow
speeds. Our customers can shoot
without speed limits and are able to
maximize the performance of their
equipment. Again, pun intended, we
are ahead of the curve with our spin-
stabilization technology.

ArrowTrade: How has your mar-
keting plan changed since you were
first established?

Mackie: Our marketing plan
remains very fluid. The broadhead
category is very competitive and we
find in order to get our message
across we employ different strategies.
Given the current economic environ-
ment, price points are very sensitive
and we have to give the customers
value and ensure that our dealers get
good sell-through. We are currently
offering a “Guaranteed Sale” program
to our dealers to ensure their prof-
itability and to also maximize our

exposure in their stores.
Basically we guarantee
that if the dealer adds
our product to their

inventory and if they do not sell we
will buy them back. This allows the
dealer who is not familiar with our
product to try a hot seller at no risk. It
really is a win-win situation. 

The dealers have no risk of inven-
tory carry-over and we can secure
valuable retail space in their stores. Of
course, this retail space adds more
exposure for Mid-Atlantic Archery at
the consumer level. This “Guaranteed
Sale” program coupled with our print
and television schedules has proven
to be a successful combination.
Through our grass roots level market-
ing efforts, we have gained our most
loyal advocates. We also have pro-
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Barbara Ricchiuti is the office manager for Mid-Atlantic Archery Products. Barbara also
handles accounts receivable and payable.

Mike Homan is the national technical representative and
pro staff manager for Mid-Atlantic. Mike is completely
knowledgeable about each item in Mid-Atlantic’s product
line and is eager to help any dealer or consumer requiring
assistance. At right, Homan does double duty as he over-
sees both shipping and receiving.
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grams in place for shop owners and
their employees that enable them to
preview and use complimentary
products. We have found that gaining
brand support at this level to be very
effective. A lot of archers defer to the
professionals when it comes to select-
ing products based upon perfor-
mance and value. If the dealer has first
hand experience with a product and
recommends it you can bet it is a sure
sale. 

ArrowTrade: Have you established
a relationship with any manufactur-
ing representatives?

Mackie: Yes, most definitely. We
have established a critical marketing
alliance and relationship with
Outtech. The Outtech sale representa-
tives are a family of passionate,
knowledgeable, highly skilled profes-
sionals that completely understand
our industry. They bring years of
experience in understanding market
trends, product placement, product
promotion, product pricing, manu-
facturing, distribution and brand
building to name only a few. The value
of our relationship with this group is
immeasurable. I have always believed
in, “deferring to the professionals”. We
certainly go to the proverbial well a lot
with this network of industry profes-
sionals.

ArrowTrade: You recently expand-
ed your product line to include the
Tri-Van arrow rest. Could you explain
the logic behind the rest design? 

Mackie: The Tri-Van arrow rest
was designed to offer the archery
industry the best of both worlds; that
of total arrow containment with a
mechanical feature that eliminates
unwanted and efficiency killing fric-
tion. Prior to the Tri-Van’s introduc-
tion, our industry essentially had two
different styles of arrow rests: static
style and a drop-away style. Mid-
Atlantic has created a brand new cat-
egory by combining the best of both
styles and yet eliminating their disad-
vantages. 

ArrowTrade: How has the Tri-Van
been received by the marketplace?

Mackie: It’s no secret that total
containment rests have enjoyed one

of the top spots in the rest category for
years. However a total containment
rest comes with a built in cost; the
constant contact with the arrow shaft
ending with the vanes blasting
through bristles induces maximum
amounts of friction, thereby decreas-
ing speed and kinetic energy. Over the
years, one comment has always res-
onated with me at the industry trade
shows and that was, “If someone
could make a drop-a-away total con-
tainment rest they would own the rest
category.”  Well, I think Mid-Atlantic’s
Tri-Van rest offers the archer the abili-
ty to shoot with total confidence with
the best features of both the full con-
tainment rest and a drop-away. 

ArrowTrade: Explain how the Tri-
Van works.

Mackie: The Tri-Van rest offers
total containment until the arrow is
shot. Once the arrow is released, the
containment arms radially retract
into the rest housing offering friction-
free flight. Another added benefit the
Tri-Van offers is its draw-down fea-
ture. If at full draw the perfect shot
does not present itself, the archer can
let down and still have the benefit of
total containment. No more unwant-
ed arrow chatter upon let down. The
Tri-Van allows the user to shoot with
total confidence and without speed
limits. Tested on the fastest bows on
the market, the Tri-Van’s support arms
allow approximately 5 inches of arrow
travel through the rest before the sup-
port arms completely retract from the
flight path of the arrow for increased
accuracy. 

Since the arms of the rest retract
radially (like a camera shutter), timing

the mechanical feature of the rest is
eliminated because the arms are
never in the flight path of the arrow.
Contrary to this feature of radial
retraction, our competitors’ products
in the drop-away category fall in the
flight path of the arrow; thereby, intro-
ducing a potential timing issue with
the length of time the rest is in contact
with the arrow shaft. This can be a
problem with the faster shooting
bows that are available today.

ArrowTrade: Is the introduction of
the Tri-Van rest an indication that
Mid-Atlantic is expanding its pres-
ence in the archery market with the
introductions of new products?

Mackie: The Tri-Van brands along
with the Crimson Talon brand are
products that bring innovation to the
industry. Our goal is to create prod-
ucts that give our customers an
advantage and increase their enjoy-
ment of their trips afield. We are
always working on products that will
afford the industry unique and innov-
ative offerings. We definitely strive to
steer clear of “me too” product offer-
ings.

ArrowTrade: Can you give us a
hint of what may be next on the draw-
ing board for Mid-Atlantic in the way
of new product offerings?

Mackie: We currently have two
more arrow rest projects underway
and are working on a few more broad-
head projects. The timing of the intro-
duction of these projects remains
fluid as we want our current product
offerings to have time to find their
place in the market. Interestingly
enough, we have some strategic
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alliances within the industry on other
product introductions. For example,
we currently have a great new project
that was introduced at the ATA Show
by Buck Bomb. 

Buck Bomb has grown exponen-
tially over the last few years and has
become a leader in the scent attrac-
tant category. Their position in the
market with regard to market share
and distribution was a perfect fit for a
joint venture and the introduction of
Scrape Tape. This all new scent attrac-
tant exploits the deer’s senses of sight,
smell and curiosity. A few unique fea-
tures of Scrape Tape are its ability to
attract deer all year long and the use
of a synthetic pre-orbital scent. In
addition to the Buck Bomb joint ven-
ture, we are also working on other
product development projects with
other manufacturers.

ArrowTrade: Can you give us
some insight as to what prompted the
name change from Crimson Talon
(2XJ Enterprises, Inc.) to Mid-Atlantic
Archery?

Mackie: The name change was
simply to allow each brand to have its
own identity. Mid-Atlantic Archery
Products, LLC has become the
umbrella under which our brands will
be marketed. Having multiple brands
to grow and manage is cleaner if they
have their own identity. After all, we
are marketing and manufacturing
products in several distinct product
categories with more pending future
introductions.

ArrowTrade: What future develop-
ments do you see for broadheads or
have we reached a plateau?

Mackie: I certainly do not think
we have reached a plateau. While this
category is extremely crowded and
ultra-competitive, there is always
room for innovation. With our com-
petitive spirit, I remain hopeful that
we can raise the bar in this category
again. There are so many variables
that must be contemplated. We can-
not overlook price points, style, per-
formance, margins, packaging,
endorsements and distribution chan-
nels.

ArrowTrade: As President of Mid-
Atlantic Archery are you also the chief
designer and idea man?

Mackie: My partner does a lot of
the product development and design.
Over the years we have assembled a
creative team of engineers that bring
our concepts to fruition. We have

always subscribed to the method of
the more input you receive on a pro-
ject the better the product becomes.
Utilizing the opinions from a variety
of people ultimately yields the best
products. Our brain-storming ses-
sions are very interesting; we may
start down one path and a comment
from someone may take us down a
completely different road.

ArrowTrade: Many products
today are being manufactured off-
shore to control cost. However many
manufacturers also have quality
problems due to lack of adequate
quality control. What steps have you
taken to ensure the quality of any of
your components or products that are
made off shore?

Mackie: We have very stringent
quality control measures in place for
all machined parts and total assem-
blies. We have production engineers
in place that inspect all parts as they
come off the line and we have engi-
neers that test the function of all total
assemblies prior to packaging. I
know many manufacturers in our
industry that have products built off-
shore utilize these facilities for sever-
al reasons. I think there is a common
missperception of low cost/low qual-
ity off-shore manufacturing.
Certainly cost is one component of
the mix that allows a lot of manufac-
turers within our industry the ability

Barbara, Scott and Mike operate as a small intimidate team that allows Mid-Atlantic to
quickly react to changing conditions while providing good customer service.
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to offer a good marketing mix at dif-
ferent price points. 

Order fulfillment at the manu-
facturing stage and at the retail levels
cannot be overlooked. Ultimately, we
as manufacturers want to maximize
the total number of turns in a selling
season. Not only does this benefit the
manufacturer, but it also maximizes
margins for the retailer if they have
the products available to meet the
demands of their customers. With this
said, we have projects that are done
state side and have found that as a
manufacturer we cannot keep all our
eggs in one basket. Manufacturing
competition ultimately affords every-
one the best quality, value and price.

ArrowTrade: What do you see as
the greatest threat to the future of bow
hunting and what do you think the
archery industry should do to ensure
the future of hunting and encourage
the growth of the sport of archery?

Mackie: Unfortunately, as with
most businesses, we need to under-
stand the politics that affect our
industry and everyone’s motivations.
Whether it is an excise tax at the

Federal level or restrictive regulation
at the State levels, we have to under-
stand the adverse motivations and
really push and support our indus-
tries grass roots efforts. The archery
industry has a voice through the ini-
tiatives of our trade association (ATA).
Supporting programs like the NASP
(National Archery in Schools
Program) and CAP (Community
Archery Programs) gives us other
avenues to grow our industry through
our nation’s youth. 

Another tremendous grass roots
effort that supports the entire out-
door industries lifestyle through
mentoring and education is the
Kicking Bear program. In my opin-
ion these programs are “spot on”.
Our industry has a lot of competition
with little leagues, youth soccer
leagues, and youth lacrosse leagues,
just to name a few. Education, men-
toring and supporting our youth will
continue to grow our industry, but
we have to be very proactive. The
Archery Trade Association is paving
the way for our industry and the par-
ticipation of its members will further
ensure its growth and sustainability. 

ArrowTrade: We understand that
your young son is now a hunter. Any
interesting stories you would like to
share?

Mackie: Most definitely! The over-
all best hunting experience I have had
to date was sitting in a ground blind
with my 10 year old son when he har-
vested his first deer. His excitement
was over the top. He has always been
interested in any hunting stories I
could share with him. Now he has his
own and I am glad I was a part of it. 

SUMMARY:
Mid-Atlantic Archery Products

has become a well established name
in the archery industry. Like many
other manufacturers in the industry
its ‘out of the box’ approach to prob-
lems is helping change the face of
archery. I think it is a safe bet that they
will be offering new and innovative
products for some time to come. 

Editor’s Note: Reach Mid-Atlantic
Archery Products by calling (410) 658-
9660. We apologize for listing an
incorrect number in the March issue.

Rick Schmidt, president of Buck Bomb, holds up the old and the new; the proven Buck
Bomb aerosol scent dispenser and the new Scrape Tape, at the 2010 ATA Show. Scrape
Tape was developed by Mid-Atlantic Archery Products that then partnered with Buck
Bomb to market and distribute its new product. The strip can be placed in old or poten-
tial scrape locations. Deer are attracted through vision, curiosity and scent. They will lick
it, rub their foreheads on it and make scrapes under it. The Scrape Tape is intended to
generate increased deer activity in a given area. For ordering information, call Buck
Bomb at (866) 850-6653.
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